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et's start

at the beginning: where did 5,ou study art?

I decided

on it while I was an undergrad at the
University of California at Berkeley and about
halfway through, I finally came to the realization
that I had avoided taking even one art class,

I think I was under the impression it was
a bad idea to try to learn how to make art.
Something I did, but then I probably realized to
because
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actually do it would be helpful, to at least have
studio space and once I had started I actually
loved the educational part of it.

Which means
-inaolted
in art.

a

you knew you wanted to be

In some way, I was always involved in art. I think when I was
]-ounger I was more involved in music and that seemed a more
tangible way. I always enjoyed just drawing, making music,
an1'thing like that, with friends, making really stupid videos. Once
I started painting, something just clicked right away and it felt
verv intuitive.

school just to get on some level, have a studio and avoid having a
job for a while. So I moved to Chicago because I also wanted to
have new experiences and ended up doing my M.E,A. at The Art
institute of Chicago.

You aluays knew painting uotild

-experiment with other mediunts?

your mediutn or did ltotr

I did, just in a kind of pointing in the wrong way. At a certain
point I thought video would be something of more interest to me.
I enjoyed it, but really music was something I felt very passionate
about -and still do- and painting was the only thing that has that
same kind of charge to it. I would do these other things I felt wele
interesting, but I think there was never that moment, like a
passion, where you just know the next day when you wake up you
want to do it again. It was never a conscious choice. I realised I
was getting more and more into this practice where painting just
became part of my everyday. \Thether I'm making a show or not:
if I don't paint I start to feel anxious.

-

When did 1,ou tlto?e to Chicago?

I think I moved there in

-

be

1992 and I was there until basically 2000.

Yott uere in a band?
The

Yeah,

I did play in a band when I

was younger. I still play music.

paintirtgs of you that

I

knou:

o;f are

1997

. I'm t5,ing

from
-to figurefirsr
otrt uhat happerted betueen 1992 and 1997 in your work, in
terms of style.

-

You zuere playing drutns, guitar?

It's funny, later this year there will be a show of that work at
Corbett vs. Dempsey. At that time I was using Pop characters like

Guitar, we did switch around, but this was my primary

instrument.

-

So,

yott uere in Berkeley and then you decided to take art

classes.

\ês. TJ. Clark was still teaching in the art history program, it

was

good art history program, opening my mind to the history of art,
especially a lot on French painting. Once I finished there I knew I
rvanted to continue doing this, it seemed logical to go to graduate
a

Popeye, Chariie Brown, Olive Oil... a lot of these people, but
these are very brown, beat up paintings. I was trying to take awal'
the graphic quality of them and make them seem more kind of

lived-in people. So they're different stylistically but I still feel like
there is a similar thing, which was dealing with a level of realness
and flatness or graphicness but still trying to find this part where
the painting starts to emote. Making these well-known characters'
eyes looking like animal's eyes. I was playing for a while.
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Why did you decide to shou thent nou?

It's a good question. I have always wanted to, and Tommaso Corvi
Mora always wanted to. §flhen I was first proposed a show at
Tommaso, we talked about it for a long time. And I finally came to
the conclusion, especially since people in France haven't seen as
much of the work, it seemed it would be almost too confusing.
Even though I think once this is known, you see this, that it's a
really tight system, the early work. These few paintings like Isaac
at Abraham and A Path relate very much to these early works.
And there are a few more, right in between. I did a series of
paintings of John Wilkes Booth for an exhibition that really is
kind of a transitional show From Pop culture comics to an actual
character, but in my mind it feit the same, because I though the
story of John §filkes Booth who assassinated Abraham Lincoln is
so cartoonish already. I think at that time I was still very invested
in some kind of point with the idea of a story. I didn't think that
was narrative. I have always felt that wasn't interesting to me but
at that time my style was a lot more, certainly wanting to invoke
some part of that. But while doing those, of course they became
a little more traditionally frgurative and I don't think before that
I had ever really thought that you could make a good
contemporary painting doing that. And then I started to do it, play
with the idea of a history thing and all these things that I thought
were such bad ideas. I started to do that and have that perverse
excitement, when you deal with a bad idea it seems so many more
possibilities open up rather than, you know, being tasteful.
you

that uhy
chose
-badIsidea
at the tinte?

I

No, I think that's true. It feels to me, looking back, that after the
kind of Isaac and Abraham and into those late 1990s, very earil'
2000s and the first show I had in L.A. with Marc Foxx where all of
attention, there definitely were groups of
people doing things, often in interiors with certain details that
were influential. A lot of that was homage to things that I loved in
Hockney's paintings, that I love in I(atz's paintings, that I love in
Alice Neel's paintings. But at the same time, how that operated in
the works ... like how few details can I have to really tell the storl'
rather than say (like in the painting titled A Path), how much can I
put in here and still have a painting that is coherent? It felt like
trying to make an all-over painting but with an image. I just felt
myself becoming more and more excited by those expanses of flat
color, these really minimal details. That process kept going and at
a certain point details started going out and things became more
and more simple. On some leve1 I always think I'11 add things back
in, but I keep finding that the more I simplify and take things
away the more I keep discovering some other new places. It's like
constantly falling into the sun. It's funny because I know for a 1ot
of people they look at that and it's just shallow, meaningless, flat,
all of these things, and I think that's fine. If it were pleasing
everyone I would be more worried.

a sudden there was

painting in the 1990s, uhich sounded like a
You uere mentioning

I just felt so excited by a lot of American figurative
painters from the 1970s, like the work Phillip Guston made at that
time, but also Alice Neel, John Vesley... I thought there was such
a great kind of strange other arc of American art that seemed so
strong and yet was totally ignored. It's funny because now it's not,
but at that time there was a certain point where, you know, Alex
I(atz was successful but in the late 1980s and when I was in
Berkeley it was considered tacky, bourgeois, and I couldn't
understand that at all.

I think rhe first
black dress"
-alreadl
nrcre than 30 years later.
"Little

shou with Marc Foxx in 2000.

first
-Hou did it happen? Hoza5,our
did you go.from haxing no shou and no

Yeah it's true,

painting

is

from 1960,

so

it

was

Totally, well this is the thing; there is this famous anecdote -how
true it is, who knows- that when \ilarhol made his first Marilyn
painting he said it looked like an Alex I(atz.
and oboiously lY/arhol's Double Elxis reminds tu of that Litrle
of l{atz uith 7 Ada. But, coming back to your
oun work: the paintings yoLt uere doing in the 1990s, right after the
lnes )tou desuibed zoith the cartoon characters that emote. Then the
oxerall tnanner started to look like Isaac and Abraham and so on.

-Yeah,
Black Dress painting

Yeah those ones are just in-between, it's more like that they seem
they have a foot in each. And definitely for me lsaac and Abraham

i

When would yoLt say your painting zuent in more radical directiott:
of style? lYas there a particLilar ttoment? It seems like betrt;,:
Isaac and Abraham and the big portraits that you're nou famoLts -fùr,
there uas a period that ûas more Daoid Hockney-inspired -or arn
making this up?

-internts

along with a few other paintings that happened around the same
time were some kind of shift. Because even though of course
using Isaac or Abraham, there is this story that I'm hanging the
painting on, the excitement for me came in the fact that it looked
contemporary, or that it was not historical. In fact I think the other
version of it that I made was shipped to Tokyo, I think I ended up
calling it Two Hippies. Last I knew it was in Hiroshima.

gallery to doîng yotrr;t'irst shou?

It's kind of crazy. When I was in Chicago I used to show in

a

gallery there and it wasn't a particularly great experience for me.
They were fine but we just weren't in a good synch. I did the John
§ÿilkes Booth show there and then I started making these paintings
with people and interiors. I decided to leave that gallery and then I
really liked these paintings that just opened up, and I didn't have
anywhere to show them, nothing was happening really.
Shortly after I graduated school, I had a show at the University,
Then a 'lvoman named Junko Shimada, she was working at 303 at
the time, she bought a piece and said, "Next time you're in Neu'
York, come by". And so I did and she bought more work. She
worked at 303 and then she moved back to Tokyo, to open a
gallery. This, right after I left my gallery in Chicago, just like, "I
can't deal with this situation anymore, I'd rather not show than
stress out about this. " Then, they said, "§[e want you to know u'e
received this fax."

-

Oh!

I'll

ltat:e to explain uhat a;t'ax is to our youngest readers!

Yeah, a kind of printed out e-mail.
She was asking me to do a show in Tokyo. I shipped all the

paintings un-stretched, and they all shrank. Vhen I went to put
them back on, all the stretchers were to big. Anyway, it was a
terrific experience, great show, and that's when these works
started happening. Vhen I did my second show in Tokyo I
basically painted it in Chicago, shipped it al1 up, and moved back
to Los Angeles in 1999. Sixteen years is a short period, but at the
time there was not a lot of figurative painting going on. I think
there was a certain quality. Y/hen Marc first saw it and sent people
over, there was an excitement because it was something unusual.
was very curious all along because of course I had no idea, and I

I

æ/'ül\1'

\\'as

pretty ignorant, for some reason I always believed this
s'ould... Again, because I was looking at these people

I became so excited by the ambition of someone else close to you,
of the same age (well she is younger, but), then you think this isn't

predominantly from the 1970s -and a lot earlier- like Piero della
Francesca, Giotto, and then Balthus, Matisse, Picasso, John Wesley

just the 1970s, and this isn't just me.
lVere you auare of

lYlell Balthus and lY/esley are Dery) interesting people to ntention
It;re. It is so mttch more meaningful than l{atz.

-

\ês! I think with Katz there is this obvious thing that people see,
and I'm always happy to talk about it. For a lot of people it's a
more tangible, obvious thing but someone like §Uesley certainly
got into my way of thinking a lot more. My friend Jon Pestoni
gave me a catalogue of a Vesley show at Fiction Non Fiction and
this was the first time I could see some of V/esley's works from the
19-0s and it just blew my mind.
uhat ltotL
-rlte Did
paintings?

saw

in this catalogue help yotr flatten the surface of

these references we've been talking about, I started to think,
am I always trying to fiIl up space?" or "Why do I have this
rdea that a space should in any way reflect the complexities of
lir-ing in a space?" That started to seem so pointless. As I started
to play more with these things it started to fell so much more
musical to me, the visual equivalent was like when you write a
good pop song and you just add way too many plugged-in
instruments and finally you start taking them all away, and you
lealize it should just be an acoustic track. At the time, right
around 1983i1984, I saw Laura Owens' paintings. §[e had mutual
tiiends, I saw someone make work on a bigger scale that I would
ever -and I still don't make works on that scale- it made me think,
^\11

''\\'hy

-tinre?

Lisa Yuskatage

or

John Currin's uork at the

I do remember, I would say more John's work, back then. I did not
feel connected to that work. I enjoyed it, but it didn't influence
how I thought. I really did have a stubborn cluelessness about
using figuration but again, especially because I was really excited
about John Wesley, who was not a joke about figuration. On some
level I see that work and I think the equivalent is Jacques Tati, it's
using something very light and beautiful to also get at something
that can feel heavy in its lightness. And that was a lot more where I
wanted to go) rather than using the traditional skills of painting to
play with it. Plus I think I felt too inept, I didn't know how to
paint and I felt like I would never know how to paint. On some
level, of that generation, a little bit older, I think I was excited a
lot by Sean Landers, the written pieces, the drawings, and later
when he started making figurative paintings I iust thought it was
really great. The show at Regen Projects was a total flop at the
time but now I think everyone sees them very differently,
especially in this kind of environment now of painting. I love their
sort of anarchic spirit.

-

How would you describe the subjects

of 7'our

paintings now?

is something I struggle with all the time and I
paint.
I
A few times every week people are, "'§?hat do
feel it's why
you paint?" and I answer "People". I didn't try to create these

I don't know, this
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